Being able to model at what point a yield stress material starts to flow under its own weight is of great importance for many practical applications. However, describing the deformation of yield stress fluids under gravity is anything but a simple exercise due to the feedback between the shape of the deposited material and the locally acting stresses. In this article, we concentrate on a specific aspect of this problem: What is the maximum height of a pile of a yield stress fluid which can be obtained under gravity? For this purpose we use the example of liquid foams in which the yield stress is strongly coupled to the bubble size and the liquid fraction. We show that a good agreement between models and experiments is obtained over a wide parameter range in two limiting cases: When the yield stress is either higher or much lower than the normal stresses encountered in the material.
I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid foams are some of the most regularly encountered materials in our everyday life: From shaving foam to the froth crowning your pint of beer, we find them everywhere. Foams are created by dispersing gas into a liquid which contains one or more stabilizing agents to avoid that bubbles coalesce [Exerowa and Kruglyakov (1998) ; Tsujii a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: guillermic@physics.umanitoba.ca (1998); Weaire and Hutzler (1999) ; Langevin (2008) ; Cantat et al. (2010) ]. They consist of liquid/gas interfaces which form an interconnected network of thin liquid films. Even though composed of two simple fluids, the intricate architecture of these interfaces makes that foams are complex viscoelastic materials [Weaire and Hutzler (1999) ; Princen (2000) ; H€ ohler and Cohen-Addad (2005); Cantat et al. (2010) ]. Under low stresses they behave like a solid and we can shape them easily. But beyond a critical yield stress, they flow like a viscous liquid. An important stress to be considered is the one exerted by gravity. Beer froth, for example, tends to flow spontaneously under its own weight. Whipped cream, on the other hand, can stand alone without any walls-to the great delight of the gourmets. This leads us to an important physical question: Which parameters control the shape of a foam pile under gravity and what is the maximum height such a pile may reach, i.e., what is the "self-standing capacity" of liquid foams?
Similar questions arise in many industrial applications which need to shape yield stress fluids, ranging from the dough in the bakery to concrete in the construction industry. These materials need to flow under the stresses supplied by hands or by machines, but need to be rigid enough to solidly sit once deposited in the oven or on the construction site. In order to optimize these processes, it is not only important to understand how the microscopic structure and formulation of the material are related to the yield stress, but it is also important to have a simple tool to determine the latter. In the concrete industry, this tool is the "slump test" ; Bouvet et al. (2010) ]. In this test, a particularly shaped vessel (cone or cylinder) is filled with the concrete and positioned on a solid base in reversed position. After rapid removal of the vessel, the change of shape is monitored and the "slump" defined as the difference in height before and after the removal of the vessel.
For foams, this approach is impossible to use, since they are much lighter and stick to the vessel surfaces. We therefore propose here a new and simple technique, which is based on the "ketchup-drip" mechanism [Coussot and Gaulard (2005) ] that continuously expels the foam from the bottom of a cylindrical container, measuring under which conditions it detaches under its own weight. We use this and other simple deposition techniques in order to establish a solid link between the physical properties of a foam (bubble size and liquid content), its yield stress, and its self-standing capacity, i.e., the maximum height a foam can reach under gravity without flowing (Fig. 1) .
For this purpose, we combine experiments and theory by concentrating on the two limiting cases which can be modeled analytically [Roussel and Coussot (2005) ]. On the one hand, we consider the limit in which the yield stress is sufficiently low such that the foam flows like a viscous liquid under its own weight before coming to rest ("pure shear flow," Sec. II B 1). On the other hand, we analyze the limit in which the yield stress is sufficiently high so that the foam deforms in a purely elongational manner without flowing ("purely elongational deformation," Sec. II B 2). In reality, most foams are in-between these two cases. For example, the bottom of the foam pile may follow a "pure shear flow" mode, whereas the top undergoes a "purely elongational deformation." However, by concentrating on the two limiting cases our study provides the minimum and the maximum limits of the achievable foam height.
This work concentrates on the influence of physical parameters-such as the liquid fraction and the mean bubble size-on the self-standing capacity of liquid foams. The formulations of the specific foams investigated here are chosen such that the influence of physicochemical parameters can be neglected.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The yield stress s y of liquid foams
The yield stress s y is the most relevant parameter to evaluate the self-standing capacity of a material. It defines the critical stress at which the mechanical response of a material changes from solid-like to fluid-like. In the case of foams, the yield stress s y depends strongly on the mean bubble radius hR B i, since the deformation of smaller bubbles is energetically more expensive than that of larger bubbles. Moreover, it depends strongly on the liquid fraction / l of the foam, which is defined as the ratio of the liquid volume to the total volume of the foam. The yielding process of a foam occurs through a succession of topological changes (T1 processes) in which the area of a thin liquid film separating neighboring bubbles needs to go to zero in order to allow that bubbles change neighbors [Weaire and Hutzler (1999) ; Cantat et al. (2010) ]. Since the effective film area decreases with liquid fraction / l , a smaller stress is needed to induce these topological changes. As a consequence, the yield stress is maximal when the liquid fraction is very low and decreases with increasing liquid fraction. Quantitatively, it is by now well established [Mason et al. (1996) ; Saint-Jalmes and Durian (1999); Cantat et al. (2010) ] that the yield stress of a foam can be written as
with c is the surface tension of the liquid, a % 0.53 [Mason et al. (1996) ; Saint-Jalmes and Durian (1999)] is a constant and / l,c the critical liquid fraction above which the bubbles are spherical. When this critical liquid fraction is reached, the foam is no more a yield stress fluid. Meagher et al. (2011) ]. The foams need to be highly monodisperse (polydispersity < 5%) to form hexagonally close-packed crystals. They also need to be contained in a sample geometry which favors the hexagonally close-packed organization. Moreover, bubbles need time to organize into hexagonally close-packed structures, which, far from a flat wall, may take up to several days [Meagher et al. (2011) ]. In the case of polydisperse foams-which are the most commonly encountered in everyday life as well as in this study-the value of / l,c is not well defined. In principle, spherical bubble packings with nearly zero liquid content could be created by packing ever smaller bubbles into the interstices of larger ones. However, in reality we find that nearly all foaming techniques produce a characteristic bubble size distribution with moderate polydispersity (less than 40%). At this modest polydispersity [Farr and Groot (2009) ], most experimentalists [Saint-Jalmes and Durian (1999) ] find that the liquid fraction in the limit of spherical bubbles can be well approximated by 0.36-as in the random close-packing of monodisperse spheres. In all our experiments, we have disordered foam structures. We therefore make the choice here to use the value of / l,c ¼ 0.36 for both monodisperse and polydisperse foams. Equation (1) shows that low yield stresses can be obtained either by working with big bubbles or at a liquid fraction close to the critical liquid fraction (wet foam). As we can see, the yield stress depends strongly on the liquid fraction upon approaching / l,c . In the limit of foams with low liquid fraction, i.e., / < / l,c the term (/ À / l,c ) in Eq. (1) may be considered constant. In this case, the yield stress of the foam depends mostly on the bubble size.
B. Modeling
The fundamental (and simplified) question at the core of the modeling is the following (Fig. 2) : Imagine that one contains a homogeneous foam with average bubble size hR B i and liquid fraction / l in a cylinder of radius R 0 and height H 0 . Imagine furthermore that one can instantaneously remove the confinement and the foam adjusts freely its shape under the influence of gravity g while maintaining homogenous properties (hR B i and / l ) throughout. What will be the final shape of the foam pile once it stops flowing, i.e., in equilibrium?
The answer to this question is tightly linked to the yield stress s y of the foam [Weaire and Hutzler (1999) ; H€ ohler and Cohen-Addad (2005); Cantat et al. (2010) ], given in Eq.
(1). The foam cylinder will deform in those places where its weight causes the local shear stress s to be above the yield stress s y , i.e., s > s y and it will keep flowing until s s y is reached everywhere in the foam. The shape obtained when the foam flow stops is its equilibrium shape. It is clear from this reflection that in most cases the initial geometry of the foam will have an important influence on the final foam shape.
In all our considerations, we assume that the motion within the foam is sufficiently slow to avoid inertial foam-shaping effects. We also consider that all the necessary conditions to apply continuous fluid mechanics are fulfilled. In our case, this means that the bubbles are sufficiently small with respect to the sample size. We assume furthermore that the energy of the foam/air interface is sufficiently small in order to be neglected as a foam-shaping parameter [Roussel and Coussot (2005) ; ].
Despite such simplifications, the general solution to this problem remains very complex and in the most general case is only soluble by numerical means [Bouvet et al. (2010) ]. We therefore concentrate on two limiting cases of low and high yield stress for which the theoretical description is greatly simplified and soluble in an analytical manner [Roussel and Coussot (2005) ]. On the one hand, we consider the case of a foam whose yield stress is sufficiently low such that it flows like a viscous fluid before reaching an equilibrium shape in which H ( R. This is called the limit of pure shear flow (Sec. II B 1). In the other case, the yield stress is sufficiently high such that the foam deforms in a purely elongational manner without flowing. This is called the limit of purely elongational deformation (Sec. II B 2). In the following, we shall briefly introduce the two cases and relate them to the specific yielding properties of liquid foams.
Pure shear flow
This limit arises for foams with sufficiently low yield stress, i.e., for foams with liquid fractions close to / l,c or for foams composed of bubbles with large radii hR B i. In this case, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , the initial foam cylinder spreads significantly under its own weight and the final radius R of the foam pile is much larger than its height H, i.e., R ) H.
In this limit, the flow field may be considered as a pure shear flow. The radial velocity is supposed here to be much larger than the vertical velocity and variation of flow characteristics in the vertical direction to be much more rapid than in the radial direction. These hypotheses correspond to the lubrication approximation in which only tangential shear stresses need to be considered. Roussel and Coussot (2005) show that this simplification leads to an analytic equation for the final geometry, which is given by
where q l is the liquid density. This provides therefore directly the equilibrium height H of the pile as
Integration of Eq. (3) to compute the sample volume V F ¼ Ð 2p 0 Ð R 0 hðrÞrdrdh provides an analytic relationship between the spreading radius R, the foam volume V F , and the yield stress s y :
Combining Eqs. (1), (3), and (4), one obtains that the height H of the equilibrium foam pile goes as
with l c ¼ ffiffiffiffi ffi c q l g q being the capillary length.
Equation (5) provides the height H of a foam pile as a function of the mean bubble radius hR B i, the liquid fraction / l , and the foam volume V F . These three parameters, together with those appearing in the capillary length l c , determine completely the maximum height and spreading of foams in the pure shear flow limit. It is important to note here that H depends strongly on the bubble radius, if bubbles are small, and on the liquid fraction / l if the liquid fraction of the foam is close to / l,c .
Purely elongational deformation
The other limiting case concerns that of a fluid with a sufficiently high yield stress, which, following Eq. (1) corresponds to a foam with a liquid fraction well below / l,c or small bubble sizes hR B i. In this case, we shall slightly rephrase the problem. The object is now to establish the maximum height H c of a foam cylinder with yield stress s y which does not deform plastically under the influence of gravity. This means that local stresses in the foam need to be below the yield stress everywhere in the foam right after its deposition.
For this purpose and as sketched on the left of Fig. 3 , we may consider a thin layer of foam in the cylinder which is exposed to the normal stress s N ¼ H/ l q l g of the foam of height H above it. This is a well-known mechanics problem, which finds an answer in the von Mises criterion [Adams et al. (1997) ; Roussel and Coussot (2005) ]: The shear stress s acting within the thin fluid layer needs to verify
Beyond this critical value, the material deforms plastically, which is generally the case at the bottom of the cylinder. The maximum achievable height H c beyond which the foam will start to deform is therefore given by
Considering Eq. (1), this relationship can be rewritten as
FIG. 3. Purely elongational deformation. Left: Initial configuration and parameters of the foam. Right: Experimental "ketchup-drip" configuration. Mathematically, the two configurations are the same at the onset of the instability.
Unlike in the limit of pure shear flow (Sec. II B 1), in the case of a purely elongational deformation the critical height does not depend on the volume of the foam sample but only on the mean bubble radius hR B i, the liquid fraction / l , and the critical liquid fraction / l,c . Since / l is small in this limit, the term ð/ l À / l;c Þ becomes nearly independent of the liquid fraction. The very strong 1// l influence of the liquid fraction on the maximum foam height therefore comes through the density of the foam, not the yield stress.
Depositing a cylindrical foam in a stable manner under gravity, especially when it is much higher than large, is very difficult because it has a tendency to bend. Furthermore, it is difficult to remove from the shaping container, since low liquid fraction foams are very sticky. We therefore inverted the above problem for the experimental investigations. Mathematically it is the same question, whether a layer of foam is compressed by the weight of the foam above it, or whether a layer of foam is decompressed by the weight of the foam underneath it-as sketched in Fig. 3 . Experimentally, we therefore investigate the instability of a foam cylinder ejected slowly from a tube (Sec. III B 2). In this configuration, the von Mises stability criterion [Eq. (6)] gives a real instability: Once the critical shear stress is reached in the top foam layer, the cross-sectional area of the cylinder decreases in this area, giving rise to a higher normal stress, thinning even more the cylinder, etc. In an experiment, in which we continuously and slowly (to avoid inertial effects) push a complex fluid out of a tube, this generates fluid cylinders of extremely regular length H c . Recently, this experiment has been referred to as the "ketchup-drip" experiment [Coussot and Gaulard (2005) ], since it is exactly this instability which allows us to deposit this delicious complex fluid on our sausages.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Materials
We use two different foaming solutions which are optimized in order to produce foams which are sufficiently stable over the time scale of an experiment. Solution 1 contains the cationic surfactant tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (TTAB, C 17 H 38 ON þ Br À ) at a concentration of 10 g l À1 in 50% millipore water and 50% glycerol (C 3 H 8 O 3 ). Solution 2 contains the nonionic surfactant glucopon 215 UP (alkyl diglycosides) at a concentration of 11 g l À1 dispersed in millipore water, containing 3 g l À1 of xanthan gum [biosynthesized polysaccharide, (C 35 H 49 O 29 ) n ]. The gases used are air for the millifluidic production method (Sec. III B 1) and nitrogen for the polydisperse foam production method (Sec. III B 2).
The presence of the surfactants in the solutions hinders coalescence of bubbles. Glycerol or xanthan act as viscosifier, which increases the foam stability by slowing down the drainage of liquid in the foam. The addition of glycerol and xanthan increases the viscosity of our foaming solution without modifying in a significant manner the interfacial viscoelastic properties of the solutions. Xanthan facilitates also the foaming process thanks to its strong shear thinning properties.
Our model does not take into account a possible influence of the physical-chemistry of the solution on the yield stresses of our foams. To check that the two different solutions give the same foam from a rheological point of view, we measured their viscoelastic moduli as a function of shear amplitude with a rheometer PaarPhysica MCR300 in a cone-plate configuration (homemade device). The cone has a diameter of 90 mm and an angle of 10 in order to ensure that the foam layer is at least 10-20 bubbles thick. In order to avoid wall slip, we glue sand paper to the upper and lower parts of the geometry. Typical results are presented in Fig. 4 , where one can see that for a same liquid fraction and same frequency, the two foams have the same rheological behavior. This is a necessary condition in order to validate the theoretical model without taking into account the physicochemical specificities of the foams which have the potential to dramatically influence the foam rheology [Politova et al. (2011) ].
B. Experimental methods
We investigate the maximum achievable height H of foam piles as a function of the various foam parameters: The liquid fraction / l , the mean bubble radius hR B i, and-whenever necessary-the foam volume V F . We use two different experimental approaches, corresponding to the two different regimes (pure shear flow, Sec. II B 1, and purely elongational deformation, Sec. II B 2).
Low yield stress limit-pure shear flow
For the study of pure shear flow, we produce highly monodisperse foams using a millifluidic technique [ (2010)]. In this technique, air and the foaming solution are injected at constant flow rate into a millimetric T-junction, into which a capillary of 720 lm inner diameter is glued. A co-flow of the gas surrounded by the liquid is generated in the capillary which is unstable and breaks up into equal-volume bubbles whose size is of the order of the capillary diameter.
The liquid and gas flow rates have to be well-chosen [Garstecki et al. (2005) ; Christopher and Anna (2007); Marmottant and Raven (2009); Martinez (2009) ] to ensure smooth and constant production. We usually use syringe pumps to regulate the flow. Commonly, with this technique it is more difficult to produce foams of low liquid fraction and the production is slow, but it is well adapted to the foam we want to obtain in the pure shear flow experiments (small amount of foams with high liquid fraction and well-controlled bubble sizes).
In order to control the liquid fraction of the foams, we produce first a foam with very high liquid content (50%) [ Fig. 5(b) ] which we put into small syringes of 1 ml. The syringes are kept vertically in order to let the foam drain, which takes about 20 min considering the high fluid viscosity. We then remove a certain quantity of liquid in order   FIG. 4 . Viscoelastic moduli G 0 and G 00 as a function of deformation for a fixed frequency of 5 Hz, for two different foams (glycerol-TTAB and xanthan-glucopon) with the same liquid fraction 8%-9%.
to obtain the desired liquid fraction and put the syringe horizontally to allow the liquid fraction / l to equilibrate homogeneously throughout the foam. During the drainage process, the foams coarsen [Weaire and Hutzler (1999) ; Cantat et al. (2010) ] such that the foams become slightly polydisperse (polydispersity $ 10%) and disordered [ Fig. 5(b 
To measure the geometry of the foam piles (Sec. II B 1), we deposit a small amount of foam on a solid plate. As the volume of the foam is an important parameter in this regime (Sec. II B 1), we control well the amount of foam deposited on the plate using a graduated syringe. The mean bubble radii of each sample are measured separately with a microscope before and after each measurement [ Fig. 5(b) ].
An example of a typical pile geometry is shown on the left of Fig. 5(c) . To measure the geometrical parameters of the foam piles, we use a commercial device (TRACKER, provided by Teclis). We use this device in the contact angle measuring configuration. After the deposit, we wait until the shape of the pile stabilizes, which usually takes a few seconds, and measure on the image captured at that time the height H of the pile and the spreading radius R [Fig. 5(c) ]. The total experiment lasts about 10 s, and the foam does not evolve in a significant way during this period. Due to the slight polydispersity of the bubbles [ Fig. 5(b) ] and the curved pile shape, the bubbles form mostly random closepacked structures. We performed this experiment for different / l , hR B i, and V F .
Purely elongational deformation
For the purely elongational deformation, we need foams with low liquid fraction, small bubble sizes, and a reasonably fast production. As these experimental constraints are incompatible with the millifluidic method, we chose a production technique which consists of pushing gas and liquid through a tube filled with glass beads [ Fig. 6(a) ] [Dame et al. (2005) ]. To optimize the mechanical efficiency of this "homemade" porous medium, various diameters of beads are employed and organized in order to form a regular gradient of sizes: The smallest interstices, which mechanically impose the order of magnitude of the radii hR B i, are located at the end of the path. It is then possible to generate small bubbles, while maintaining reasonable the loss charges, and therefore the pressures used to push the liquid and the gas (typically 3 bar). Flow rates are controlled using flow meters (rotameters model S 082-03-SA and 092-04-ST from Aalborg). Liquid and gas are then injected in the tube, and mix together through the porous medium of glass beads. The foam produced is polydisperse with an average bubble radius of the order of 100 lm with a polydispersity index around 40% and we can obtain a large range of liquid fractions (1.5% < / l < / l,c ). The liquid fraction is controlled directly by changing the gas and liquid flow rates considering that / l ¼ Q l Q l þQ g , with Q l and Q g being the liquid and gas flow rates, respectively. The liquid fraction can be measured separately by weighing. The stability of the production method is sometimes difficult to obtain and we can have an amplitude of variation of the liquid fraction close to 1%, which has a non-negligible impact on the weight of the low liquid fraction foams. The mean bubble radii are measured with a microscope. If the liquid fraction is sufficiently low and as we usually use a viscous liquid (addition of glycerol or xanthan), we suppose that the drainage is negligible over the duration of the experiment. We reproduce this experiment for different liquid fractions and bubble sizes.
The maximum height of a pile of foam in this case is impossible to determine by putting foam on a plate. The elastoplastic behavior of these dry foams creates many different types of shapes, which are difficult to analyze. We therefore decided to determine the critical height H c by slowly ejecting the foam ($1 cm/s) from a vertical transparent tube (18 mm of diameter), as sketched in Figs. 3 and 6(a) . The typical time scale of an experiment is about 10 s, time for the cylinder to form and fall. The large diameter of the tube is important to avoid the influence of surface tension effects. A camera is placed in front of this tube and the images used to measure the maximum length of the cylinder of foam just before it detaches [ Fig. 6(a) ]. We extract a small amount of foam at the end of each measurement in order to determine the bubble radii [ Fig. 6(b) ].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY
In order to validate the models, two series of experiments have been carried out, taking into account the practical specificities described in Secs. III. The measurements have been post-treated, by integrating all the pertinent parameters defined in the theoretical part (Sec. II B). Sections IV A and IV B expose and discuss the corresponding results.
A. Pure shear flow
We varied the liquid fraction / l in the range of 8%-28%, hR B i in the range of 140-280 lm, and V F in the range of 0.05-1.8 ml. We use here monodisperse foams and the glycerol-TTAB solution for these experiments. According to Eq. (5), we plot the experimentally determined foam height H exp as a function of H th . The results are shown in Fig. 7 in which Eq. (5) is represented by the solid line without any fitting parameters. For comparison, we also plot the radius R of the final foam pile as an insert. As we can see, the theory fits well the experimental points with a certain spread. We can observe some dispersion of the experimental data, especially for the higher liquid fractions. The origin of this dispersion is manifold. First of all, despite all precautions, some coalescence of bubbles may occur, leading to a larger bubble size over the duration of an experiment. As the foams are reasonably monodisperse, the measurement of the bubble radii is easy and does not induce too much error. The main difficulty results from the possible inhomogeneity of our pile of foams in terms of liquid fraction due to the presence of gravity-driven drainage of liquid between the bubbles. The height over which the liquid fraction may be considered sufficiently constant in a foam due to capillary forces balancing gravity is of the order of Princen (1986) ; Princen and Kiss (1987); van der Net et al. (2006); H€ ohler et al. (2008) ]. In our foams, this height is of the order of 5 mm. Since the height of the foam piles is of the same order, it is thus likely that the liquid fractions at the top and at the bottom of our foams are slightly different. Figure 7 shows that the maximum height which can be obtained in the limit of pure shear flow is not very large. For example, for 1 l of foam at a liquid fraction of 20%, and with a mean bubble radius of 50 lm, the maximum height is close to 3 cm only. (8) is represented in Fig. 8 by the solid line without any fitting parameters. The model captures well the trend of the experimental data, but the data show quite a significant spread. This is due to the difficulty of controlling and measuring accurately the various foam parameters (liquid fraction and bubble sizes) involved in this limit. First, as explained in Sec. III B 2, there could be a variation of liquid fraction due to a slightly unstable foam production. If this variation does not influence very much the ð/ l À / l;c Þ 2 -term of the yield stress, it plays a very important role in the 1 / l -term of the weight. Second, even if the foaming solutions (Sec. III A) were chosen to slow down drainage, it cannot be entirely avoided. As our device is vertical and the foam cylinders quite long, drainage could create a small gradient in liquid fraction leading to a lower liquid fraction and   FIG. 8 . Comparison of the experimental data (symbols) and the model (solid line) given by Eq. (8) without any fitting parameter for the high yield stress limit, i.e., the case of purely elongational deformation. therefore a higher yield stress at the point of instability. However, since the overall weight of the cylinder remains constant, this effect should remain small. The main problem we encounter in this limit is related to the stability of the foam with respect to bubble coalescence which occurs easily in low liquid fraction foams. As a result, the average bubble size may vary non-negligibly during the experiment and, more importantly, between the time of the experiment and the moment when we determine the bubble size-which requires deposition of some foam under the microscope/camera. The use of more stable foaming solutions ultimately leads to changes in the elastic behavior of the foam, which we needed to avoid here. Last but not least, the foams are polydisperse [Fig. 6(b) ] and the correct determination of a mean bubble radius needs reliable statistic, which is challenging to obtain. All these remarks explain very well the dispersion we can notice on the experimental points. If we keep in mind those considerations, we can see that the theory agrees well with the experimental data.
B. Purely elongational deformation
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have been able to provide relationships which allow to predict the maximum achievable height H c of a foam pile as a function of its physical parameters, such as the mean bubble size hR B i, the liquid fraction / l , and the capillary length l c . Building on work by Roussel and Coussot (2005) , we provide mathematical models for the limit of low yield stress foams (pure shear flow, Sec. II B 1) and high yield stress foams (purely elongational deformation, Sec. II B 2). In both cases, the experimental data is well fitted by the model, taking into account that the data have a natural spread due to the inherent difficulty of generating homogeneous foams with well-controlled physical properties, especially in the limit of low liquid fraction, and the difficulty to determine precisely a mean bubble radius. The limiting equations describe well a surprisingly large range of yield stresses. In the low yield stress limit, the model fits well to the data up to a yield stress of 3 Pa. In the high yield stress limit, model fits well down to a yield stress of 5 Pa.
Moreover, if the high yield stress limit is reached with a foam of low liquid fraction, we may simply approximate it by
which shows very clearly its dramatic dependence on the mean bubble size hR B i and the liquid fraction / l once both are small. It is important to emphasize that in this limit, the strong influence of the liquid fraction results from the weight of the foam and not from the yield stress. To illustrate this with an example, a foam with 1% liquid fraction and bubble sizes of 30 lm would make a pile of 1 m height. Something to keep in mind, however, is that for foam heights of this order of magnitude gravity not only acts on the overall deformation of the foam but also controls strongly the various destabilization mechanisms acting within the foam. The liquid fraction of a foam under gravity varies non-negligibly over a typical length scale of
which means that as soon as the foam height is of this order of magnitude, the foam cannot be considered homogeneous, unless drainage is stopped by physicochemical means.
We have used here xanthan and glycerol to drastically slow down the drainage, which allows us to approximate the foam as homogenous over the typical time scale of the measurement. However, even if drainage occurs, Eq. (9) should provide a good approximation of the order of magnitude of the foam height, since drainage will have two effects which counterbalance. On the one hand, the liquid fraction in a small zone of l 2 c =2hR B i at the bottom of the foam will increase significantly and the foam will deform more easily. On the other hand, the liquid fraction over a much larger range of H-L will decrease and therefore have a significantly higher self-standing capacity than the homogeneous foam due to the strong 1// l,c dependence in this limit. Hence, the foam pile should become hat-shaped with an overall maximum height which should even be higher than that provided by Eq. (9).
Our study never takes into account the elastic properties of the foaming liquid even though the two foaming solutions used by us (glycerol and xanthan solutions) have very different rheological properties. While glycerol solutions are purely viscous, xanthan solutions are visco-elastic. However, since the elasticity of the overall foam is largely determined by its interfacial energy, its yield stress is much more influenced by its structure than its physicochemical composition. Physicochemistry can nevertheless have an important influence on the yield stress of liquid foams, especially if the liquid or the interfaces have a non-negligible elasticity [Politova et al. (2011)] .
When working with foams with much higher polydispersities, care needs also to be taken with Eq. (1). It has been shown to hold well for the description of reasonably monodisperse systems [Mason et al. (1996) ; Saint-Jalmes and Durian (1999) ]. Yet, the precise influence of the polydispersity on the yield stress and the critical liquid fraction beyond which the yield stress vanishes is still an open debate. Polydispersity may influence the exponent of the power law and one should probably take into account the Sauter-mean radius R 32 ¼ hR 3 i/hR 2 i of the bubbles, rather than their average radius. To further validate this work, it would be interesting to conduct the same kind of experiments with emulsions, whose yield stress is described in the same way as that of foams [Mason et al. (1996) ; Princen (2000) ]. Emulsions give access to smaller drop sizes and are less prone to drainage. Since they are much heavier, work on emulsions will have to remain concentrated on the limit of pure shear flow.
Considering how well both models fit the data, measuring the height of a foam pile (together with the pile radius in the low yield stress case) may be used as a simple measure to determine a foam's yield stress. The slowly driven "ketchup-drip" technique used by us in the high yield stress limit is a particularly convenient method for this purpose, as the detached "foam sausages" may either be measured in length, or simply by weight once their density is known. This technique is even more appropriate for complex fluids which do not suffer from the inherent instabilities of foams, such as dough or concrete. The ketchup-drip may therefore provide a simple technique to determine the yield stress of a range of materials.
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